GENERAL THEORY

Generalized entropy and thermostatistics: [1]
Connection to thermodynamics, ensembles and Jaynes’ information theory: [2–1182, 1184–1592]
H-theorem and irreversibility: [1593–1624]
Ehrenfest theorem, von Neumann equation: [3, 1625–1631]
Quantum statistics: [1632–1734]
Variational and perturbative methods; Bogolyubov inequality; Green functions; Path integral; Boltzmann equation: [1645, 1735–1823]
Langevin and Fokker-Planck equations: [1597, 1630, 1636, 1804, 1824–2202]
Fluctuation-dissipation, Nyquist and Onsager reciprocity theorems, Kubo’s linear response theory and Kramers-Kronig relation: [6, 2203–2218]
Poisson equation: [2219–2228]
Callen identity: [2229]
Ising transmissivity: [2230]
Classical equipartition principle: [2231–2233]
Connection with quantum uncertainty: [2234–2268]
Connection with Fisher information measure: [2269–2281]
Connection with ergodicity, nonlinear dynamical systems, self-organized criticality, cellular automata, fractals: [9, 45, 50–52, 1706, 2282–2648]
Connection with general relativity, cosmology, dark energy, string theory: [2270, 2649–2729]
Connection with quantum groups and quantum mechanics: [2730–2774]
Connection with wavelets; Signal processing; EEG: [2775–2841]
Connection with quantum correlated many-body problems: [2842–2851]
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*This regularly updated Bibliography (at http://tsallis.cat.cbpf.br/biblio.htm) contains 6347 articles from 12820 signing (co)authors. It does not address the vast existing literature addressing nonextensive thermodynamical anomalies, but only articles including at least one substantial relation with nonadditive entropies, nonextensive statistical mechanics and thermodynamics. It is a fairly complete listing whose indexation is, however, only indicative.
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